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Leather Arts Inc takes pride in show casing its quality collection of leather products that are in
sync with latest fashion and trends. Leather Products which are made from finest quality,
Leather products range reflects creativity and encompasses a huge medley of designs, colors
(pink leather,black leather, brown leather) to satisfy most demanding clients Globally. Available
with customization facility, our products are available at most affordable competitive prices.We
also supply our Product In wholesale prices for Bulk supply of our leather products.  
LEATHER PRODUCTS CATALOG
LEATHER BUSINESS BAGS / LEATHER BRIEFCASE BAGS

leather Briefcases / Leather Business bags has a premium look and durable features extensive
high quality craftsmanship with its dove-tailed frame and extended edge construction. Comes
with a Multiple pocket file organizer and multi pocket full leather file front compartment. Leather
covered hinges for reliable and durable pen/closure. Available in Brown ,black with brass or
nickle hardware

LADIES HAND BAGS

Our Collection of Leather Bags are made up of pure Genuine Leather and designed for daily
needs.Our commitment to quality has been our benchmark. These ladies bags are made by
genuine leather, has compartments for credit cards, mobile, nobel/book, key ring, ID holder
and multiple compartments depending on designs which are covered by chain

LEATHER PURSES And LEATHER WALLETS

Leather Wallet for men
Leather Wallet for Women

Leather Wallets Our Collection of Men's and Ladie's Wallets are specially designed for their
need with the use of very fine quality of leather. These leather wallets bear the hallmark of our
quality and design Standards.

LEATHER LUGGAGE TAGS

These genuine leather luggage tags are in bright colors help you spot your belongings instantly
amidst a sea of similar baggage. Leather luggage Tags are made of durable leather, they
feature smart contrast stitching and fasten securely with an adjustable leather strap. A great
way to personalize your luggage with the leather tag and make traveling easier! Available in
Pink, Red ,black,brown,and Turquoise. Tags generally measure 4 3/4" long by 2 3/4" wide.

LEATHER ID CASES
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Leather Id Cases are made of beautiful top grain leather, is designed to hang vertically or
horizontally. Leather Id cases has a full size ID window, split ring attachment, wallet sleeve,
and a zippered pocket. we can also design,manufacture and supply custom leather ID holders
for promotion and it can be imprinted with a company logo.

LEATHER TRAVEL BAG
These designer leather travel bags  (weekend bags, overnight bags) will be the stylish option
for your next holiday, city break or business trip! We have got two styles that are perfect for
men and women.These gorgeous leather travel/weekend/overnight bags are available in a
smooth or patent crocodile skin effect leather. You'll find that they are very spacious and
practical as well as good looking.All the leather travel bag (weekend leather bag,overnight
leather bags) bags are made out of high quality leather in sumptuous colors, and are sure to
stand out of the crowd. Stitching and detailing are completed to a high standard and all the
leather travel bags feature brass,nickel and other metal hardware which details for that unique
touch.

LEATHER NOTE BOOKS Covers Leather KEY FOBS
Leather Laptop Bag
Leather CHECKBOOK COVER   Check our Website leatherarts.com for wide leather products
range and online shopping
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